ABSTRACT

Many materials surrounding us from man-made materials including foams, ceramics, concrete, and cement to natural materials such as biological tissue, rocks, and soil are considered porous materials. Due to their unique properties, such as lightweight, heat resistance, sound absorption, thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity, porous materials are appealing to various engineering and scientific applications. Heterogeneous porous media are defined as materials whose structures are characterized by multiple periodicities over several disparate length scales. Such hierarchical structure poses challenges in understanding damage and fracture in these materials. This talk will address how computational tools enable us to enhance our fundamental knowledge of fracture propagation mechanisms in such materials across multiple length scales and under multi-physical processes. This talk covers various topics including: (i) at the nanoscale, molecular dynamics simulation will be used to obtain mechanical properties and fracture energy release rate for various pore morphology, (ii) at continuum scale, a chemically driven phase-field damage in a porous structure will be discussed, and finally (iii) at the micro-macro scales, a two-scale homogenization method coupled with the state-of-the-art phase-field fracture technique will be used to highlight the impact of the pore shape and size on the fracture pattern.
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